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6 August 2021
Dear Clifton Parents and Guardians
It was the erudite Mr Jeremy Wallace, one-time bursar at Clifton and full-time cricket aficionado, who was heard to
say, “The trouble with common sense is that it isn’t that common”. He would have had a field day in passing a
societal comment or two were he here to shake his wise head at the recent resurgence of the veritable tidal wave
which Covid-19 has now become.
In a week which seems to have flown by quicker than Mr Wallace would have identified a googly, it seems hardly
possible that half-term will soon be upon us. This will be a welcome reprieve from what has become a tenuous
period for more than a few schools. From Clifton’s perspective, it needs to be made abundantly clear that we need
to use our half-term wisely, however. The words of Albus Dumbledore (who I think had rather a lot in common with
Mr Wallace) ring true, “The time has come to do what is right, not what is easy.” Rather than succumbing to the urge
to use the time for socialization and blurring the Covid-lines, we appeal to you to prove Professor Dumbledore right
and Mr Wallace wrong.
Covid is a reality. It has reached Clifton. Other realities exist, too. Your children’s teachers are doing their utmost to
ensure that we remain safe at school. They sanitise. They ensure social distancing. They reinforce mask-wearing.
They remain upbeat and positive so as to try to reduce the stress-levels of your children. They adapt. They adjust.
They simply do not stop in trying to ensure that on-site schooling remains a reality for our children. Your children
deserve this. But the teachers cannot do it alone. They need your help as parents and guardians. They need you to
continue to set a positive example and to be responsible in your choices and actions. The ‘why?’ should be
abundantly clear – if we don’t adhere to protocols and if we don’t respect the measures in place we are going to fall
short. The knock-on effects are obvious. It is that simple. Please help us.
At the risk of eliciting a groan, please allow me to finish my rant with a predictable cliché, “none of us are as good as
all of us.”
On to matters less glum:
Akim Nsingo of Grade 5 recently undertook a RSL (Rockschool) Level 1, Grade 1 Drum Exam. We are proud to note
that Akim was awarded a Meritorious Pass, with positive comments regarding his rhythm and even tone clarity.
The Grade 7 Botswana Trip returned last Friday afternoon.
A wonderfully refreshing and therapeutic adventure, our Grade 7 crew departed on Wednesday 21 July bound for
wilder pastures… the Botswana Trip had become a reality. While the children on the trip could probably describe
their experiences far better than this short missive, it was a wonderfully (socially distanced) unifying experience for
the entire cohort. One’s focus upon game sightings tends to blur somewhat when hearing children’s happy laughter
in camp, seeing them make new friendships, noticing them appreciate the little things such as a delicious meal or a
water-bottle top-up.
It is always fascinating to see children gradually becoming deliberately aware of their surroundings and listening and
seeing things intently.
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“Hey! Was that a lion?”
“Nah. Ostrich for sure.”
“Whaaaat? They don’t make similar noises, man!”
“Yes they do!”
“Never! Let’s ask Jerry!”
“Jeeeerry!”
“Yes?” The guides were as patient as ever. Born teachers.
Was there game viewing? Yes. Leopard on a kill, lion on a kill, elephant, massive Nile crocs, Pel’s Fishing Owl, Brown
Hyena, a visit on foot to a Spotted Hyena Den, Kudu, Impala, Giraffe… phew. The birding opportunities for our
‘twitchers’ and new converts to the hobby (how can one not be when seeing a Lilac-Breasted Roller take flight or
hearing a Crested Barbet for the first time?) were abundant.
But there was more. There was an opportunity to stand atop the magnificent Eagle Rock with the wind in our faces,
a chance to dig in the Motloutse River sands and find incredible stones and crystals. There were the night sounds.
And fresh spoor with the ‘what ifs?’ buzzing through our minds as we glanced over our shoulders and deeply into the
mopane trees. There was time to forget about those things that quietly trouble young hearts and minds and to just
be. And we were.
Our week passed all too quickly, and before we knew it we were singing the Grace as we returned to reality in the
form of the Clifton gates. A memorable trip had ended…
Drawing from the Grade 7s example is easy. It was Ralph Waldo Emerson who penned, “Even in the mud and scum
of things, something always, always sings.” We trust that the entire Clifton community will keep finding the positives
as we continue into uncharted waters.
It is Women’s Day on Monday. I do hope that the rest of the family start practicing for this day over the weekend
and take extra special care of the ladies in their lives. On a serious note, I encourage all parents to take time to
create an opportunity to engage in appropriate discussions with your children about gender equality, gender-based
violence, respect and dignity. We need our children to become lifelong learners, after all.
We are very excited to be welcoming the Prinsloo family onto campus next week! Mr Prinsloo and his family will be
spending half-term acclimatizing to the Nottingham Road air before beginning their new chapter with us at this
special school.
Stay safe!
Kind regards
Meanwhile, “out & about”…

PETER QUINN
ACTING HEAD

…And back at Clifton!
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